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BLOG

Board Institutes Over Patent Owner Particularity and Word
Count Objections

OCTOBER 13, 2021

Attends Healthcare Products, Inc. v. Paul Hartmann AG, IPR2020-01480, Paper 13 (PTAB Feb. 24, 2021).

Before: Scanlon, Jung, Powell.

The Board instituted trial over patent owner’s arguments that the petition was procedurally improper. Patent Owner

had advanced several arguments that the petition failed to comply with the particularity and word count

requirements. The patent owner alleged that the petition’s use of a claim listing and subsequent use of shorthand

claims limitation reference (like “limitation 1[p]”) rather than repeating the text of the claims in subheadings

throughout the petition violated the particularity requirement of 35 U.S.C. § 312. The patent owner further alleged

that the use of cross-references to other sections of the petition also violated the particularity requirement. The

patent owner also argued that the use of the shorthand claim limitation references, running § and ¶ symbols

together with the referenced section or paragraph numerals, and dropping “a” or “the” before “POSITA” were

violations of the word count limitation. The Board, without any real discussion, held that “none of the issues

identified by Patent Owner rises to a level that renders the Petition as a whole deficient, or otherwise warrants

denying institution.”

View the blog here.

Sign up to receive emails with links to new posts by clicking here.
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This entry has been created for information and planning purposes. It is not intended to be, nor should

it be substituted for, legal advice, which turns on specific facts.
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